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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we investigate the integration of lexical stress and
syllabic position of segments in a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
classification system that is part of our Conditional RandomFields
(CRF) phone recognizer. CRFs are used to integrate MLP posterior
estimates, particularly of phonological features or phonetic classes,
which stand in as representations of the acoustics; we show that in-
corporating suprasegmental information as part of the MLP classi-
fication system augments the acoustic space in a beneficial way for
phonological feature based CRF models. TIMIT phone recognition
experiments show a small but statistically significant improvement.
Index Terms: Speech recognition, Lexical Stress, Feature extraction

1. MOTIVATION

Phonetic variation has long been noted as problematic for automatic
speech recognition, and much research has gone into methodsof
adapting pronunciation models (see [1] for a review) or acoustic
models ([2, 3]inter alia) to be more attuned to the type of varia-
tion seen in, particularly, conversational speech. Variation in English
often correlates with two particular suprasegmental factors: lexi-
cal stress and syllabic position of segments. Unstressed syllables
tend to exhibit wider ranges of phonetic variation than stressed syl-
lables, and the nuclei and coda (final consonants) of syllables also
exhibit more variation than onsets, even in read corpora such as
TIMIT [4]. Sethy et al. compared systems using context dependent
phones with syllable based systems, and demonstrated a significant
increase in recognition accuracy by using the syllable as the acous-
tic unit for spoken name recognition [5]. The models trainedon the
TIMIT database were used to bootstrap the models for the NAMES
database (speech corpus used for spoken name recognition).Zhang
and Edmondson also suggested syllable as a good articulatory unit
for speech recognition processing [6]. Thus, in the 1990s there were
efforts to incorporate these factors into ASR pronunciation mod-
els [7, 8]. One study [9] reported that word models incorporating
lexical stress perform better than models without stress. Research
has also shown that speech recognition systems based on syllables
can overcome some of the disadvantages caused by phone model-
ing systems [10]. A probabilistic model of pronunciation variability
based on prosodic features was proposed by Livescu using a dynamic
Bayesian network to characterize asynchrony in feature streams [11].
Other studies carried out by applying the knowledge of the syllable
and stress information have shown to improve performance ofrecog-
nition rate ASR system [12].

Lexical modeling, however, fails to completely capture the
acoustic variability of conversational speech; this is in part because

triphones often model much of the acoustic variation [13], but also
because the correlations between the acoustic features of prosodic
events and pronunciation variation are often more subtle than a
change of phone label. Saraclaret al. [2] used acoustic-based pro-
nunciation models during the training of the acoustic modelto im-
prove accuracy of ASR systems. They showed that modeling pro-
nunciation at the state level and allowing the components ofa Gaus-
sian mixture model to be shared across alternate pronunciations is
more beneficial than modeling pronunciation at phoneme level. Sar-
aclar and Khudanpur [14] also concluded that ”a phone is not com-
pletely deleted or substituted by another phone but is modified only
partially”. This conclusion was supported by analyzing thefeatures
extracted from the acoustic signal for use in a speech recognition
system. They also found that for a baseform phone /b/ and a source
phone [s], the ”acoustics of a phone /b/, when realized as a phone
[s], lie somewhere between the average realization of the phoneme
/b/ and the phone [s]”, where /b/ and [s] stand in for every pair of
phoneme-phone variants. This finding indicates that the acoustic
modeling in speech provides relevant information.

Also lending credence to the idea of incorporating suprasegmen-
tal information into acoustic modeling is a study by Shafranand Os-
tendorf [3], which showed that conditioning decision tree triphone
clustering on syllable position slightly improved recognition for the
Switchboard and CallHome corpora. Adda-Decker and Adda [15]
also trained different acoustic models with different lexical stress
properties for more accurate modeling.

Several studies are starting to move away from phonetic repre-
sentations and towards a representation based on phonological fea-
tures (see [16] for a review). Ostendorf [17] points out thatwhile
most traditional speech recognition systems use context-dependent
phone models, such as triphones, there are some complexities of
speech that triphones cannot capture; moving from a phonetic model
(the ’beads on a string’ approach) to phonological featurescan allow
for modeling of asynchronous articulator events [11], and also allow
for effective use of higher-level dependencies (e.g. syllable struc-
ture).

In our lab, we have been working on breaking apart acoustic es-
timates into posteriors over phonological features and phonetic fea-
tures. This allows many possibly redundant and overlappingfeatures
that combine well with the CRFs. In this paper, we consider injecting
linguistic knowledge, in the form of lexical stress and syllabic posi-
tion of segments, into the input acoustic features of the system. We
investigate whether stress/syllabic marking of posteriorestimators
gives a boost in phone recognition performance. In our approach,
we utilize eight independent posterior streams of the phonological
features as input to the Conditional Random Field (CRF) model [18]
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Class Feature Values
SONORITY Vowel, Obstruent, Sonorant, Syllabic, Silence
VOICE Voiced, Unvoiced, N/A
MANNER Fricative, Stop, Stop-Closure, Flap, Nasal, Approximant,NasalFlap, N/A
PLACE Labial, Dental, Alveolar, Palatal, Velar, Glottal, Lateral, Rhotic, N/A
HEIGHT High, Mid, Low, LowHigh, MidHigh, N/A
FRONT Front, Back, Central, BackFront, N/A
ROUND Round, Nonround, Roundnonround, Nonroundround, N/A
TENSE Tense, Lax, N/A

Table 1. 44 phonological features across 8 classes.

(see also [19]) We have found CRFs to be effective combiners of
this type of information since they are less sensitive to redundant,
overlapping information [20]. The next section describes this model
further, and illustrates how we incorporated suprasegmental infor-
mation in our TIMIT phone recognizer.

2. INTRODUCING LINGUISTIC KNOWLEDGE INTO
POSTERIOR ESTIMATION

To train MLP posterior estimators that are sensitive to lexical stress
and syllabic position we first needed to append this information to
the TIMIT phone label sequence used in training the MLPs; after
training MLPs with a more refined label sequence we used the ex-
panded posterior set in our CRF phone decoder.

2.1. Experimental design

In all experiments, we trained on the TIMIT si/sx training utterances,
including the hand-labeled phonetic transcriptions, suitably trans-
formed to be targets for MLP posterior estimators of phonological
features or phones, and tuned learning rates on a 400 utterance de-
velopment set. We evaluated systems using two test sets – thetradi-
tional core test set (192 utterances) and all non-dev test set utterances
(enhanced test set, 944 utterances). Baseline MLP posterior estima-
tors were trained from an input representation of 13 PLP coefficients
with deltas and double-deltas, a context window of 9 segments, and
2000 hidden units. The baseline MLP system was trained on a tar-
get phone set of 61 labels. Phonological feature posterior estimators
were trained by mapping phones to feature classes (see belowfor
details). The TIMIT training and testing data was passed through
the trained MLP to predict phone class posteriors for every frame of
the database. These baseline MLP systems then served as input for
training to the Conditional Random Field (CRF) recognizer.

For an observed data sequenceX, and a random variable over
corresponding label sequencesQ , Conditional Random Fields pro-
vide a probabilistic framework for calculating the probability of Q

globally conditioned onX [21]. For ASR, the input sequenceX cor-
responds to a series of frames of speech data (acoustic input), while
the label sequenceQ corresponds to the phone sequence assigned to
the input sequence. The probabilistic model of a phone sequenceQ

given some acoustic inputX is mediated in this model through a set
of weighted functionsfi:

P (Q|X) =
exp(

P

i

P

t
λifi(qt−1, qt, X, t))

Z(X)
(1)

where theλi are the weights assigned by the learning algorithm.
We utilize the MLP outputs directly as the observation functionsfi.
CRFs have been used for phone classification and phone recogni-
tion [22, 19, 18]; one cause different formulations offi. There have

been successful studies with good phone classification or recogni-
tion rates using CRFs depiction on choice of feature functions. In
this paper, the main focus in not on CRFs per se, but rather on the
question of the kinds of inputs one can use - in particular, whether
suprasegmental information can help in improving the accuracy of
the system.

The TIMIT database comes with a dictionary for the training
and test vocabulary that is marked for lexical stress; we syllabified
the pronunciations in this dictionary using Fisher’s tsylb2 syllabifier
[23]. Lexical stress marks were propagated throughout the sylla-
ble, and each phone was marked as part of the onset, nucleus, or
coda of the syllable. We then aligned the TIMIT transcriptions to
this dictionary using a dynamic programming technique, andcarried
the stress and syllabic position annotations found on the canonical
dictionary segments over to the TIMIT transcripts. While this au-
tomatic procedure is susceptible to error, particularly inthe cases
of resyllabification, word co-articulation and massive reduction, it
provided a reasonable starting point for training more finely-grained
MLP classifiers.

Three systems were trained on the TIMIT corpus: one base-
line system without stress marks, another that marked a difference
between stressed and unstressed phonemes, and third that included
the syllabic information. For each of the three systems mentioned
above, the MLP was trained to produce the posterior probabilities of
61 phones (baseline), 121 phones, and 192 phones respectively. In
addition to the stress-marked phonetic features, we also looked at the
stressed-marked phonological features. The phonologicalfeatures
we used are based on the definition of the International Phonetic As-
sociation (IPA) phonetic chart. Phonological features arearranged
into eight feature classes (Table 1). The phone /t/, for example, has
the manner of articulation of a stop sound, the place of articulation of
alveolar and is voiceless. A set of 8 neural networks were trained to
predict posterior probabilities of 44 phonological features (baseline),
80 stress-marked phonological features and 136 stress and syllabic
position marked phonological features for the three systems. The
baseline systems in these experiments (particularly the phone class
baseline) follow closely the design of our previous experiments [18].

Again following [18], we trained a CRF-based recognizer on
each of these six inputs, as well as two combinations of inputs; the
CRFs were all trained to predict the standard reduced 48-label set
[24], Viterbi realigned, and then retrained, which softensthe impact
of strict labeling used in our CRF training paradigm. Decoding fol-
lowed on the development, core, and enhanced test sets; in each case
the phone set was mapped to 39 labels, again following standard
practice [24].
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Model Feature dev core enh
Space PER PER

1) Phonological feature posteriors 44 29.6 32.0 30.8
2) Stressed-marked phonological feature posteriors80 28.4 30.6 29.7
3) Stressed, ONC feature posteriors 136 28.4 30.7 29.4

Table 2. Phone error rate (PER) comparisons for phonological feature outputs enhanced by lexical stress and onset-nucleus-coda (ONC)
markings.

Model Feature dev core enh
Space PER PER

4) Phone posteriors 61 27.3 29.7 28.9
5) Stress-marked phone posteriors121 27.5 29.7 28.8
6) Stressed, ONC phone posteriors192 27.8 29.5 28.6

Table 3. Phone error rate comparisons for phone posterior outputs enhanced by lexical stress and onset-nucleus-coda (ONC) markings.

2.2. Results

Table 2 shows that, for the phonological feature classification out-
put, there is a statistically significant improvement in phone error
rate over the baseline (p ≤ 0.02) on the dev test set when we use the
stressed-marked phonological feature posteriors. Statistically signif-
icant gains were also obtained on the enhanced test set (p ≤ 0.05)
and on the core test set (p ≤ 0.05). We also looked at the confu-
sion matrices, which showed a huge improvement on the phone /ah/
when using stress information. This is likely because of thedirect
relationship of /ah/ with /ax/ (schwa); these phones are mapped to-
gether using the standard 39-phone scoring mapping. In general, the
percentage of correct recognition of vowels is more for the stress-
marked phonological features as compared to the features containing
no stress information; there is a significant improvement onthe long
vowels, /ey/, /iy/, and /oy/. However, there is a decline in the phone
recognition error rate for the consonants /b/, /m/, /n/ and /th/. Us-
ing both stress and syllabic information on the phonological features
also gives a statistically significant improvement over thebaseline
(p ≤ 0.01) on the enhanced test set. In this case too, vowel recogni-
tion is improved over not including syllabic information. The CRF,
having stress-marked feature posteriors and stress syllabic feature
posteriors as input, produces more deletions but shows fewer inser-
tions and substitutions than the one having just phonological feature
posteriors as input.1 This suggests that adding stress makes the sys-
tem a little more certain of itself (even when it is wrong).

Phone-posterior systems do not benefit from stress marking:
there is a slight but non-significant drop in development setphone
error rate when we use the stressed phone posteriors insteadof phone
posteriors; the results for the core and enhanced test sets are virtu-
ally identical (Table 3). From the confusion matrices of thephone
posteriors and the stressed phone posteriors, we find that the num-
ber of correct recognitions degraded for56% of phones when using
stressed phone posteriors, as compared to using just phone posteri-
ors. 33% of the phones did better, and11% of phones performed

1The CRF code we currently employ does not have a phone insertion or
deletion penalty as typical HMMs do. Since the CRF maximizedthe global
conditional likelihood of the entire sequence, it is not clear exactly how to put
this information into the system in a principled manner. This information is
really represented by a feature bias function. We have notedthat the insertion
or deletion trade off changes as a function of learning rate,which suggests
that we may be able to separate the bias feature learning ratefrom the acoustic
feature learning rate to better control this.

the same. We also found that the relative decrease in accuracy of
phone recognition was worst for the vowels /eh/ and /ih/, andfor
the consonant /n/. In fact, the percentage decrease is the highest for
/ih/. The decrease in phone error rate might be due to undergener-
ation: /ih/ and /eh/ are relatively short vowels, and we havenoticed
that there are significantly increased deletions in the caseof stressed
phone posteriors. There are significantly increased deletions in the
case of stressed phone posteriors. As an example, for the phone /n/,
there are 76 deletions when using stressed phone posteriorsas com-
pared to 57 deletions when using phone posteriors. Furthermore, the
syllabic position information only provides a slight, non-significant
improvement on the core and enhanced sets.

One might hope that integrating different representationswould
improve the results (as we had previously seen in other contexts),
but Table 4 illustrates that combining the phone posteriorswith the
stressed phone posteriors and the stressed phonological feature pos-
teriors does not give a significant improvement in phone error rate
over the phone posterior baseline. The lesson may be that MLPs are
relatively good at integrating diverse acoustics in the case of phone
posteriors: while the acoustics might diverge for different supraseg-
mental contexts, the acoustic space may still not be terribly complex.
However, when phonological features are utilized, the diversity of
the acoustic space (from grouping different phones together into one
class) may allow the suprasegmental information to have more in-
fluence in partitioning the space. Another possible explanation is
that the label space is just too sparse for suprasegmental phonetic
representations, but the smaller label space of phonological features
allows for improvements by suprasegmental conditioning.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have shown the effect of integrating lexical stress
and syllabic position of segments in the input acoustic features of
the system. We have introduced a linguistically motivated approach
to continuous speech recognition based on symbolic representation
of phonological features. We found a small but significant improve-
ment when phonological feature-based MLPs are used as inputto
the CRF, although we did not observe this improvement with phone-
posterior MLP representations. Incorporating suprasegmental infor-
mation as input to the MLP classification system helps in capturing
the divergent acoustics for phonological features. Artificial neural
networks fail to capture this since acoustic space in these features is
relatively diverse. Incorporation of suprasegmental knowledge helps
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Model Feature dev core enh
Space PER PER

Systems 1+4 (Phone + phonological feature posteriors) 105 27.2 29.3 28.5
Systems 4+5 (Phone + stressed phone posteriors) 182 27.1 29.3 28.4
Systems 2+4 (Phone + stressed phonological feature posteriors) 141 27.2 29.2 28.4

Table 4. Phone error rate comparisons for different combinations.

the CRF system in doing pattern classification recognition more ef-
ficiently.

This work illustrates only one type of integration of supraseg-
mental information; in future work we plan to investigate other con-
textual factors, possibly training speaking rate and gender-dependent
posterior estimators as other expansions of the CRF input space.
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